DOJ ADMITS JEFFREY
JENSEN’S TEAM ADDED
ERRONEOUS DATE TO
PETER STRZOK’S NOTES,
ASKS FOR MULLIGAN
In a filing in the Mike Flynn case, DOJ has
explained why an erroneous date was added to
Peter Strzok’s notes from what DOJ has already
submitted evidence happened on January 5, 2017.
In response to the Court and counsel’s
questions, the government has learned
that, during the review of the Strzok
notes, FBI agents assigned to the EDMO
review placed a single yellow sticky
note on each page of the Strzok notes
with estimated dates (the notes
themselves are undated). Those two
sticky notes were inadvertently not
removed when the notes were scanned by
FBI Headquarters, before they were
forwarded to our office for production.
The government has also confirmed with
Mr. Goelman and can represent that the
content of the notes was not otherwise
altered.
Similarly, the government has learned
that, at some point during the review of
the McCabe notes, someone placed a blue
“flag” with clear adhesive to the McCabe
notes with an estimated date (the notes
themselves are also undated). Again, the
flag was inadvertently not removed when
the notes were scanned by FBI
Headquarters, before they were forwarded
to our office for production. Again, the
content of the notes was not otherwise
altered.

Along with the filing, they’ve included the
three exhibits they added dates to (there’s a

third where they added a date in a redaction
covering over something that could be a date),
asking that they be replaced.
DOJ offered no explanation about why they added
an erroneous date that they’ve provided proof
they know is erroneous to a filing that they had
previously submitted without the erroneous date.
Nor have they explained why this erroneous date
range differs from the previous erroneous date
range they gave to Sidney Powell that she used
to launch an attack on Joe Biden.
I guess they’re hoping that Judge Sullivan was
too tired after the long hearing last week to
notice that that erroneous date had been worked
into an attack by President Trump on Joe Biden
just hours after the hearing.
Whatever they’re hoping, they’ve now admitted
that Jeffrey Jensen’s team is either
unbelievably incompetent, hasn’t read the
evidence they claim they used to convince Billy
Barr to dismiss the case, or simply tampering
with the evidence to set up attacks from Sidney
Powell and Donald Trump.

